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A N N A L I’   R A I N O L D I 
This is not a show 



The ability to believe that something is true , although we are aware that it is not, the abi-
lity to deceive ourselves is an amazing human phenomenon.  

 
Today, in this life, in this world, there is a threshold dangerously blurred between reality 

and illusion. Self-deception is a useful mechanism to survive and This is not a show expo-
ses these mechanisms. 

  



The man is the synthesis of cynicism and poetry in implementing small deceptions every 
day . This is not a show is a phenomenology of the human being suspended in a place 
where deception is the reality and the reality is deception , where the man embodies , 

dresses and undresses masks representing archaic myths. Now, in this time , in this world, 
the struggle between rational and irrational shows how we succumb to external forces 

that act triggering mechanisms of survival.  

What degree of awareness we respect ourselves and our actions?  
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CREDITS 
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Photo: Christian Di Egidio 

duration : 35 minuti 



Technical Information 

This is not a show can is thought both to theatrical both to non-theatrical space, can be 

adapted to historic buildings, museums, art galleries. 

Duration time: 35 min (for the full length version) 

People on tour: 2 

People on stage: 1 

Set up: 5h 

Get off: 1 h 
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